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We look forward to welcoming you to the lab. This letter contains 

some more information about your visit. 

 
Arriving at the lab 

 

Please find a map showing how to find the lab below. 

 
Taking part 

 

Your child will be with one of you for the entire visit. However, 

mother and father will be asked to come into a separate nearby 

testing room, one at a time, to complete some questionnaires and 

a verbal performance task. You and your child will be able to take 

breaks when you need them. Tea, coffee and a changing mat 

are available. 

 

If you are coming in the afternoon, it would be a good idea to 

schedule your visit for just after your child’s naptime. A number of 

the tasks are intended to be challenging for a two year old and it 

will be helpful for your child to be well-rested. 

 

The length of the visit depends on the mood of each child on the 

day, but we will do our best to finish within approximately two and 

a half hours. 

 
Before visiting the lab 

 

We will send you a consent form and some questionnaires about 

your child in the post before your visit. We would be grateful if you 

could fill these in no more than a few days before coming to the 

lab, and bring them with you when you visit. 



One of the tasks we will ask of your child involves manipulating 

pieces of cereal (we typically use Cheerios), although your child is 

not required to eat anything. Please let us know if they have any 

allergies, or any other information about your child you think might 

be relevant. 

 

Thank you 

 

At this point, we would like to thank you again for generously 

giving your time to take part in the study. As always, please feel 

free to contact us with any questions. 

 

 

Jean, Liz, and Cal 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
infantresearch@tcd.ie  
infantandchildresearchlab.com 
facebook.com/TCDinfantchildresearch 
  
 Dr Jean Quigley quigleyj@tcd.ie 01 896 2697 
 Dr Elizabeth Nixon enixon@tcd.ie 01 896 2867 
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How do I get to the Infant and Child Research Lab? 

 

 

We will meet you in the ground floor lobby of Áras an Phiarsaigh and take you to the lab which is 

located upstairs (an elevator is available for strollers). Cars must enter through Lincoln Place. 
 

 

  

Áras an Phiarsaigh 

 

Lincoln Place Entrance 

 

Pedestrian Entrance 

 

Pedestrian Entrance 
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